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Special
Features

01 The library assists students in job huntingThe library assists students in job hunting
Section of books about job hunting
For job searching, the library contains a wealth of 
resources.Gather the latest data on everything from 
interview preparation to industry information!

We interviewed two people who are looking for work: A.S. and 
Mr. Kazuhiro Nishimura from the Mechanical Engineering 
Department at the Graduate School of Science and Engineering. 

Online internship and web interview resources are provided by libraries. These are the seminar 
room on the B1 level of Omiya Library and group study room 3 (a Japanese-style room) in 
Toyosu Library. To utilize these resources, please fill out an application at the library counter.

                                   Even though it was only 50 minutes, I felt I had 
learned lots of valuable stuff. I appreciate for hosting this event!

Mr. Genki Shimane, who succeeded in the teacher 
employment exam, is a second-year student at the 
Department of Applied Chemistry, Graduate School of 
Science and Engineering.

The Career Support Section and the library co-hosted the eol 
(Annual Securities Report) guideline “Lecture on how to 
choose a company.”

Corporate Information & Economic Statistics Database{eol}

Student job seekers’ interviews

Interview with a student who achieved 
the certification exam to become an educator

Q.How does the job search process work?

Q.Were there video screening steps or web interviews? How did you 
prepare for them? What were you taking note of?

A. A video screening and Zoom interview were required 
for my internship application. I reshot the movie 
roughly ten times and finished the screenplay a 
week before the deadline for the video selection 
process. Since the interview was conducted 
virtually, it was challenging to ensure that you spoke 
clearly and without stuttering. I dressed in a suit, 
set up a wall as the backdrop, and recorded the 
video at home. I also pre-tested the microphone’s 
audio quality and the IT setup for the web interview.

Q.How was your experience working as an intern?
A. I was able to take part in a two-week 
internship, which allowed me to get details 
about the company and the culture of the 
workers that I was unable to gain from the 
information sessions. I consulted with the 
SIT senior as well. I’m glad I took part in the 
program because internships lasting five 
days or longer are taken into consideration 
in the selection process starting this year.

Q.Will you review the financial reports of the 
businesses you consider applying to?

A. While applying, I review each company’s 
website and the Financial Services Agency’s 
EDINET. I continually look at the typical yearly 
sales and revenue. When sales decrease, I go 
further into the reasons behind it. As they 
provide insights into a business’s progress 
and accounting condition, these reports are 
a valuable source of information. 

Thank you, Mr. Nishimura, and A.S.

Thank you Mr. Shimane for your cooperation!

Q.What was your experience using the library?
A. I commonly use TOEIC resources. For the 
teacher employment exam and job hunting, 
studying for the TOEIC is necessary. You 
should use the library’s resources─it provides 
many helpful texts for the teacher-training 
curriculum, as well as materials for interview 
and essay preparation.

A. The timetable 
you see on the 
right is what I 
worked on.

May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar.

Fill out an internship applications
Attend Workshop for Internships
Tour the factory
Early recruitment
General recruitment

Voice of the Participant:
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Toyosu Library

Library News02.

Omiya Library There is a new water
dispenser installed 

On the first floor of Omiya 
Library, the water dispenser 
next to the newspaper area has been replaced. You have the 
option of using cold or normal-temperature water. It is convenient 
when studying in the library or times at the refreshment corner. 
You are welcome to bring your bottle and fill it again!

Individual booths are an overwhelming success!

Responses from the Library Satisfaction Survey:
In encourage of a cozier library

We would like to present you with the 
“individual booths” located at Toyosu 
Library. The “individual booths” are 
located on the s ide of  the main 
structure, at the far end of the space. It 
is well known for being quiet, enabling 
students’ concentration, and having 
cozy air conditioning. By registering at 
the library counter, you can access the 
individual booths that are available all 
day.

1,695 people took part in the library satisfaction survey, which was 
carried out between 30th, Aug. (Wed) to 14th, Oct. (Sat), 2023. Our 
goal is to improve everyone’s experience in the library. 
We appreciate your cooperation. You may access 
guidance videos on the library’s website. You can access 
it from home.

All library

Q
Ways to use e-journals and specific databases

Guideline for SARS-VPN access
　(usingoff-campus electronic 
　　resources)

The method to acquire 
the references

Introduction of 
job-finding assistance
services

Using the library for discovering
information

Ways to utilize the library

Ways to Effectively Make Use of
Tools forReference Management

Ways to check
 for articles

in newspapers

Ways to search
for materials in

foreign languages

Ways in finding
materials  

in Japanese　　 　

Previously finished the course Not sure, but would want to participate in a course
Never heard about it before Yes, but never participated in any classes
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　What kind of guidance would you prefer 
in accessing the databases and e-journals 
that the library subscribes to?
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Techniques for reading English papers that every
science and engineering student must know
Call number: 407/F74/Ronbun

Complete Navigation of Reports and Papers 
for Science students 
Call number: 407/Mi45/Ronbun

Report and Thesis Techniques for University Students
Call number: 816.5/O22/Ronbun

English for Writing Research Papers 2nd ed.
Call number: 407/W36/Ronbun

Thesis Classroom: From Report to Thesis
Call number: 816.5/To17/Ronbun

The Top Five Most Loaned Books from the Library
Thesis Writing Assistance

Four tragedies of Shakespeare
Call number: 837.7/I12/Shiei-4

Romeo and Juliet 
Call number: 837.7/I12/Shiei-2

Space 
Call number: 837.7/O93/Shiei-3

The biography of Stephen Hawking
Call number: 837.7/I12/Shiei-5

The best of Grimm’s fairy tales 
Call number: 837.7/I12/Shiei-1

Popular book
（Apr. 1st, - Sep. 30th, 2023）


